
Difficulty Level = 5
With the squall still raging all around them and the 
Dream‑chaser and her fleet damaged from their long 
pursuit, boarding the Stormcaller was a risky maneuver, and 
grappling with the ship would be even more difficult. The 
heroes decided that their best course of action would be to 
take control of the Stormcaller, subduing its crew while their 
other ships remained a safe distance away. Command of the 
Dream‑chaser was given to Calaerion, an Elven sailor who 
had journeyed with them from the Grey Havens. Beneath 
the ship, the sea rumbled, though most of the crew scarcely 
noticed, and those that did paid no heed, their attentions 
turned towards the Stormcaller and its crew.

“Remember, we need the key they stole from Lord Calphon,” 
one of the heroes announced. “More than that, we need to 
know the key’s purpose. If anyone knows, it’ll be their captain. 
So we must take him alive, if possible.” United in purpose, 
the crew took positions on the Dream‑chaser’s starboard 
side, grabbing ropes to swing across. Their ship drifted into 
position as the Raiders on the Stormcaller prepared for battle. 
Blades rose over the Belegaer, and shouts rang out: “For 
Lord Calphon! For the Grey Havens!”

“The Thing in the Depths” is played with an encounter deck 
built with all the cards from the following encounter sets: The 
Thing in the Depths, The Stormcaller, Corsair Raiders, and 
The Stormcaller Elite. (Corsair Raiders and The Stormcaller 
Elite can be found in The Grey Havens deluxe expansion to 
The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game.)

TM

The Stormcaller &  
The Thing in the Depths
This Adventure Pack includes two separate encounter sets: 
The Stormcaller encounter set and The Thing in the Depths 
encounter set. The setup instructions for this scenario instructs 
the players to “Build the encounter deck using only The 
Stormcaller and Corsair Raiders encounter sets, setting The 
Thing in the Depths and The Stormcaller Elite encounter sets 
aside, out of play.” When setting up this scenario, players 
should set the entire The Thing in the Depths encounter set 
aside for the time being, shuffling together only the Corsair 
Raiders and The Stormcaller encounter sets. When the players 
advance to stage 2, the “When Revealed” effect of that stage 
will remove the Corsair Raider encounter set from the game 
and shuffle The Thing in the Depths encounter set into the 
encounter deck, completely changing the nature of the scenario!

Grapple
Grapple is a new keyword in The Thing in the Depths scenario 
that represents the many tentacles of the sea‑beast grasping 
onto different parts of the Stormcaller, threatening to pull the 
ship underwater. When an enemy with the Grapple keyword 
is revealed, or when you are instructed to resolve an enemy’s 
Grapple keyword, immediately attach that enemy facedown 
to the location in the staging area specified in parentheses (for 
example, the location with the highest $, or the highest quest 
points). If more than one location meets the specified criteria, 
the first player may choose which of those locations the enemy 
grapples. If there are no locations in the staging area, add the 
enemy to the staging area without attaching it to any location. 
While attached to a location by the Grapple keyword, an enemy 
is “grappled with” that location.
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While grappled with a location, an enemy is not considered
to be in the staging area, cannot be engaged, and is immune
to player card effects. Instead, it adds 2 W to the Mf of the
location it is grappled with.

When a location becomes the active location, or when a
location in the staging area is explored, any enemies grappled

IJllJ with that location are detached, flipped faceup, and added
to the staging area as normal enemies. Thus, by traveling to
allocation, the players can engage and attack the tentacles
grappled with that location, freeing the Stonncaller from the
creature’s grasp!
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DO NOT READ
THE FOLLOWING UNTIL THE

HEROES HAVE WON THIS QUEST. 1

illThe battle against the Raiders had been swift and fierce,
but it was the terrifying attack of a monster under the
waves that truly set the heroes on edge. Forced to join
forces with the Corsairs they had sworn to put to justice,
it took all of their combined skill and strength to save the
Stormcallerfrom sinking. Finally, the monster succumbed
to their blades, a number of its many arms dismembered.
Slowly it sank back into the depths of the ocean, never to be
seen again.
Turning their attention to each other once more, the
( 'orsairs and the heroes parted slowly, realizing their truce
was at an end "Lay down your arms, ” one of the heroes
commanded, weary from battle but still willing to fight.
"Give command of this ship to us and we will spare your
lives." Several of the Corsairs who were still infighting
shape spat on the deck of the ship, swearing that they would
never surrender. Both sides had suffered losses, and the
Stormcaller seemed barely sea-worthy, but the Corsairs
were prepared to continue the battle.

But, to the surprise of all, the captain threw his cutlass onto
the deck and bowed.

“ I fear that we have started off on the wrongfoot! ” he
said with a charming grin. “ Please, allow me to introduce
myself ” The heroes looked at one another, confused, but
allowed the captain to speak. " J a m calledSahir, and l am
captain of this vessel you intrude upon. This is my first mate,

Na’asiyah, " he continued, motioning towards the woman at
his side. She had a dusk) - complexion, with long black hair
in twisting, matted locks. A pattern in ink covered her arms
and cheeks.
“ Captain, what are you doing? ” she asked quietly, her dark
eyes narrow, still holding her knives at the ready. She’d
anticipated the captain to command his crew to fight to the
death. The last thing she expected was for Sahir to parlay
with the enemy.
Sahir gave her a toothy grin in return. Aren’t you always
advising me to use caution when outnumbered? Now come
on. put those toothpicks of yours down and let’s have a
friendly conversation. ” Confused, Na 'asiyah nonetheless
followed her captain s orders, dropping her knives to the
ground. The other members of the crew followed suit.
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Tiic captain turned his attention back to the heroes,
gesturing to his crew. "There, you see? We have laid down
our arms. Time to fulfill your end of the bargain. ”
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If Example: Jeremy and Brad are playing The Thing
j| in the Depths, and a Grasping Arm is revealed by

the encounter deck . Grasping Arm has the following
T text: uGrapple (highest printed W|). ” This means
t that they must immediately attach the Grasping Arm

facedown to the location in the staging area with
the highest printed There are two locations in
the staging area: a Crew Quarters with l W and a
Quarter Deck with 4 The Grasping Arm attaches

) facedown to the Quarter Deck and is now grappled
with the Quarter Deck. While grappled with the
Quarter Deck, Jeremy and Brad cannot engage,

l attack , or offeel the Grasping Arm in any way, andlt .

adds 2 ^ to the Quarter Deck ’s 4 W , for a total of 6
W- However, if they travel to the Quarter Deck, the

| Grasping Arm detaches and is added to the staging
! area faceup, at which point they can engage and

R deal with it like a normal enemy.
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m HThe heroes looked at one another, concerned. " I don / trust

" one of the heroes said at once. " Neither do I. ”him one bit,
another responded, "but he s surrendered and unarmed. We
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Hother heroes nodded in agreement. They began to
take the Corsairs into custody, binding their wrists
and arms with rope. Many of the Corsairs struggled
and cursed at the heroes, but none were willing to
disobey their captain s order.

The Dream-chaser circled back and the two ships
were grappled together by rope, and wooden planks
were lowered to allow the prisoners to cross onto
the Elven ship. The Stormcaller was too heavily
damaged to sail on its own, but with enough hands
on oars, the two ships together could set forth. The
Corsairs were brought into a makeshift brig beneath
the deck of the Dream-chaser, and much to their
surprise, were treated with respect. They were given
fresh fruit and clean water to eat and drink, and
their wounds were tended with care. Na’asivah and
the other Corsairs were amazed by the care their
hated enemies showed them. No Corsair crew would
ever show such mercy, and Na’asiyah expected no
better from Gondorians and their allies.

It quickly became clear that they had to find land
soon, in order to repair the Dream-chaser’s mast,
which made dreadful splmtcring noises each time
the wind picked up, and looked ready to snap at any
moment. They debated heading north to the coast,
but weren’t sure if they could make it in time. Sahlr,
who overheard their conversation, was eager to
assist. “ There’s another way,” he offered. Na’asiyah
raised an eyebrow, unsure of the captain s plan. “ An
island I know of to the east. Not far from here in
fact. Plenty of trees for lumber, and food enough for
both of our crews. What say you?” He grinned.

“ And why should you help us? ” one of the heroes
asked, uncertain of Sahlr ’s intentions.

“ Do you not remember the monster that tore apart
my ship?” Sahlr spat. “ I have a stake in this, too. ”

The heroes debated for a short time. They felt that
they couldn’t trust the Corsair at his word, but their
options were limited. If there indeed was an island
nearby, they could gather supplies and use the time
to interrogate Sahlr about the artifact he had stolen
from Calphon. “ Fine,” they decided. “ Give us the
proper heading and we will follow it. Then, we 're
going to have a discussion about what happened at

Jr the Havens.”

“ Of course,” Sahlr replied with a sly grin. “ I am
looking forward to it.”

The story continues in “ Temple of the Deceived,”
the third Adventure Pack in the
“ Dream-chaser” cycle.
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Lanwyn i

.. :

T Looking out over the river from her perched position, she
saw four men marching along the riverside. They were
dressed in light armor of cured leather, carried spears on
their hacks and curved swords at their sides, and wore
warm clothing. Easterlings, she thought, eyes wide-. -She
was far from Dale, but not so far as to have crossed into
Rhun, and these men were marching west. There weren 't
many of them, but they were armed for battle. Lanwyn
suspected they were a scouting party of some kind... but
why this far west?

The man in the front spotted her and pointed, shouting
something in a language she didn’t understand. All four
of them drew their weapons and looked up at her, and she
had but a second to react. Fight or flight. She looked to
Gavin and saw him crouch, maintaining eye contact with
the leader. Okay, boy, she thought. I hear you loud and
clear.

\he summer months had been good to the people
of Dale. The weather was warm but not overly
dry, and all were convinced there would be

a good harvest in the fall. Despite their past troubles,
hew friendly reldtJdhFwTth the Dwarves of Erebor and
the Elves of Mirkwood had proven useful. King Ddin
met with King Brand on numerous occasions, and trade
routes between the Men of Dale and the Dwarves had
flourished in the past years.
But Lanwyn was far from Dale, and she would not
return in time for the festivities on the first of October.
A cartographer in the service of the Magistrate, she had
been sent far to the east, following the Running River to
map the lands on the border of the King’s territory. They
knew little of these lands, but Lanwyn had always felt at
home in the uncharted wilderness. She’d lived in the wild
for most of her life, more content with the solitude of the
countryside than the bustle of the city. But, she was never
truly alone, for she had Gavin.
She lifted her head and snapped from her reverie when

f she heard Gavin s ay from afar. She knew her falcon well
enough to know what he was trying to say: he’dfound
something he wanted Lanwyn to see. ‘lWhat did you
find, boy?” she said quietly to herself, rising to her feet
and walking towards Gavin s call. The falcon had been
her companion for years. The two hunted together, ate
together, explored together, and camped together. Lanwyn
often felt a closer connection to Gavin than she did to
other people.
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& “ Go, Gavin!” she yelled, and the falcon shot into the air,
diving down in the blink of an eye. Its talons ripped into
the Easterling’s face, and he fell to the ground, screaming.
The others yelled in surprise and turned to face the falcon,
who had taken their captain to the ground. Lanwyn
pounced. She drew her hunting knife from its sheath on
her thigh and dove forward, kicking one of the men as
hard as she could. The man reeled back and fell, rolling
down the hill and into the river. Lanwyn quickly turned to
the man on her left and sliced his unarmored thigh with
her knife. He doubled over in pain. She knocked him to
the ground and turned to face the last soldier, but she was
too late. He was upon her before she could react, driving
her to the ground and raising his spear high above her,
silhouetted against the sun.
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Gavin called out again when she approached, circling
above. They were in a copse near the edge of the river,
and beams of sunlight shone through the canopy.
“ Gavin!” she called, raising her left arm for him to
land. “ Come down, Gavin!” The falcon swooped down,
flapping its wings several times for balance as he perched
on Lanwyn s forearm. A thick leather glove protected
her arm from Gavin’s talons: Smiting, she pet tire falcon
affectionately, before turning to business. “ Okay, what
did you see? Was it a rabbit? I could go for some rabbit
stew tonight. ” She observed the falcon carefully and
watched his response. He stretched tall andflicked his
tail, not looking directly at Lanwyn, but rather, staring
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Gavin slammed into the man from behind, and she rolled
quickly to her side to avoid being impaled on his spear.
She rose to her feet and backed away as Gavin lashed
out at the man. “ Gavin, come!” she called out, extending
her arm,The Easterlings groaned in pain, xlefeated hiH -

not killed. “ King Brand must know about this,” she said
catching her breath, as Gavin landed on her forearm
once more. Easterling soldiers this far to the west were a
sign. “ Thankyou, Gavin, ” she said, locking eyes with her
friend, “ But we should get out of here while we still have
the chance, in case there s more of them nearby. Can you
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il&Moff to the east, as if on guard. Concerned, Lanwyn started
walking slowly in

'

that direction, crouching as they neared fly ahead?" Gavin looked to the clouds and flapped his
wings in affirmation. “ Good. Fly, boy! I’ll be right behind

m ait i mi m
the edge of the woods. Gavin hadn’t seen prey. He ’d seen
people, and there were none of her kind this far east.

ii v :iif you! ” she yelled, and the two of them headed west, leaving
the Easterlings behind.
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